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Medal Of Honor Coalition Forces Assault ATV.
Welcome to the operational manual for your Medal Of Honor Coalition Forces Assault ATV.  The Assault ATV is an 

integral part of the Medal of Honor Interactive Battle game.  Fighting on the side of the Coalition Forces, the Assault 
ATV is capable of ground attacks on Targets such as Bunkers, Tanks and other Vehicles.  Known for its agility and 
manoeuvrability, the Assault ATV is capable of quick, stealthy attacks on ground targets.  Infrared technology is 
used to control the Assault ATV in an Interactive Battle Game which uses key vehicles from the popular Medal of 
Honor Video Game.  In addition to the Assault ATV, the complete line-up of Coalition Vehicles includes an Infantry 
Fighting Vehicle and Assault Helicopter as well as Opposition Forces (Op-For) Battle Tank and Technical Truck.  
There is also an Auto-Fire Make-Shift Bunker which adds to the overall realism of the Interactive Battle Game.  
Depending on which version of the Medal Of Honor Assault ATV you have, some of these vehicles (or a bunker) 
may or may not be included in this package.  The compact and stylish design of the IR Controller requires 3 AAA 
Batteries (not included) to control the Assault ATV.  The Assault ATV also requires 2 AAA batteries (not included) to 
operate.  If your Assault ATV came with an Auto-Fire Make-Shift Bunker, this will also require 3 AAA Batteries (not 
included) to operate.  Do not throw away this Instruction Manual as it contains valuable information on the 
operation of the Assault ATV as well as warranty information.  The helpful tips in this Instruction Manual will improve 
your skill and enhance your experience.  Look for these         symbols for extra help.

UNPACKING YOUR MEDAL OF HONOR ASSAULT ATV:
WARNING:
The Medal Of Honor Assault ATV is a delicate machine, before removing it from the packaging please read the    

instructions!  To prevent damage during shipping, the Assault ATV is securely fastened in the package.  Please  
ensure that all of the tie-down and fastening locations are unfastened before attempting to remove the 
Assault ATV from the package.  Be very careful when removing the Assault ATV to prevent damaging it.

COMPLETE PACKAGE CONTENTS AND COMPONENT BREAKDOWN:
1.  Assault ATV, 2.  ATV Rider, 3.  IR Controller, 4.  Instruction Manual, 5.  Auto-Fire Make-Shift Bunker
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The Auto-Fire Make-Shift Bunker can be used by Op-For or Coalition Forces.  The operation of the Bunker is very simple and requires no input from 
any player once it is activated.  The following is a basic outline of the Bunker's operation:
1.  Open the Battery Compartment Door located at the bottom of the Bunker using a Philips Screwdriver (not included).
2.  Insert 3 AAA Batteries into the Bunker's Battery Compartment and replace the Battery Compartment Door using the Philips Screwdriver (Not 
Included).
3.  Position the Bunker within the Interactive Battle Game Area in a strategic location so that it will bring maximum damage to Op-For or Coalition 
Forces at your discretion.
4.  Turn on the Bunker by sliding the On / Off Switch to the On position.  The Red LED will turn on.
5.  The bunker will fire safe Infrared Beams at all targets which get into its way within a 30 degree cone of fire.  The Bunker will fire indiscriminately 
at Op-For or Coalition Forces so you will want to avoid getting in its way with your vehicle at all costs!  The Bunker will fire shots randomly at 2, 3, 
and 4 second intervals.  Every time the Bunker fires you will hear a firing sound.
6.  It takes 4 hits to disable the Bunker.  The following is a description of what happens after each hit:

HIT 1 - The Red LED Will flash for 3 seconds on the Bunker and an impact sound will be heard.
HIT 2 - The Red LED Will flash for 3 seconds again on the Bunker and an impact sound will be heard.
HIT 3 - The Red LED Will flash for 3 seconds again on the Bunker and an impact sound will be heard.
HIT 4 - The Bunker is defeated.  The Red LED will flash continuously and an impact sound will be heard.

7.  If the Bunker is disabled and defeated, it can be reactivated by turning it off and back on again.
8.  When finished playing, turn the Bunker off.  It is best to store the Bunker with the Batteries removed.  Store the Bunker together with your other 
Medal Of Honor Interactive Battle Game pieces so that no pieces are lost or misplaced.

OPERATING THE AUTO-FIRE MAKE-SHIFT BUNKER:

Assault ATV will not 
operate, Headlights on 
Assault ATV are off.

1.  Assault ATV is not turned on.
2.  Batteries are not installed.
3.  IR Controller is turned off or the Batteries 
are not installed in the IR Controller.

1.  Turn Assault ATV on.
2.  Insert Batteries into the Assault ATV as described in the 
section, "INSTALLING BATTERIES".
3.  Install Batteries into the IR Controller as described in the 
section, "INSTALLING BATTERIES" and turn on the IR Controller.

CORRECTIVE ACTION:CAUSE:
TROUBLESHOOTING

ISSUE:

Assault ATV will not 
operate, Headlights on 
Assault ATV are on.

1.  IR Controller is not turned on.
2.  Assault ATV's batteries are low.

1.  Turn on IR Controller.
2.  Replace the Batteries in the Assault ATV.

Assault ATV will not 
operate, Headlights on 
Assault ATV are flashing.

1.  Assault ATV has been defeated by 
enemy forces or friendly fire.

1.  Reset the Assault ATV by turning its power off and on and 
get back into the action.

Assault ATV does not drive 
straight.

1.  Trim Control is not set correctly. 1.  Adjust the Trim Control Tab at the front bottom of the 
Assault ATV.

Keep the Assault ATV away from face, eyes and hair at all times.  Keep fingers away from spinning wheels.  Do not operate the Assault ATV near or 
at other people or animals.  Use caution when playing, make sure people around you know that you are playing with the Assault ATV.  Intended for 
use indoors only in rooms without obstacles, or breakable objects.
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1.  The Assault ATV needs no charging.  Once 2 AAA Batteries have been installed into the Assault ATV and 3 AAA Batteries has been installed into 
the IR Controller you are ready to play.
2.  Turn on the Assault ATV by sliding the On / Off Switch on the bottom of the vehicle.  The Headlights will turn on.
3.  Turn on the IR Controller by sliding the On / Off Switch to the on position.  The Red LED beside the On / Off Switch will light up.
4.  Move the Left Stick up and down to control forward and reverse movement of the Assault ATV.
5.  Use the Right Stick to control the Left / Right steering of the Assault ATV.
6.  If the Assault ATV is not driving straight (with no steering inputs), adjust the Trim Adjustment Tab located on the bottom of the vehicle until the 
problem is solved.
7.  Develop your defensive driving skills to avoid being hit with the Infrared Beams of the hostile Op-For enemy.  If your Assault ATV takes a direct 
hit 2 times it will be defeated and stop working!
8.  Use your Fire Button located at the front center of your IR Controller to execute offensive action and take out the hostile Op-For enemy!  When 
you press the Fire Button on the IR Controller a safe narrow IR Beam will be emitted from the front of the Assault ATV.  You will also hear a firing 
sound from your IR Controller. Different vehicles and play-sets will require a different number of direct hits to take them out of action.
9.  If your Assault ATV is defeated, you will need to reset it by sliding the vehicle’s On / Off Switch off and on again.  If you are finished playing, turn 
off the Assault ATV and the IR Controller.

QUICK-START INSTRUCTIONS:

IMPORTANT BATTERY INFORMATION: 
Use only batteries recommended in this manual.  Do not mix old and new batteries, different types of batteries, standard, carbon zinc, alkaline or rechargeable batteries of different 
capacities.  Battery installation should be performed by an adult.  Rechargeable batteries are only to be charged under adult supervision.  Batteries should not be left unattended during 
recharging.  Please respect the correct polarity (-) or (+).  Do not try to recharge non-rechargeable batteries.  Do not throw batteries into the fire.  Replace all batteries of the same 
type/brand at the same time.  The supply terminals are not to be short-circuited.  Remove exhausted batteries from the toy.  Remove batteries if the toy is not going to be played with 
for some time.  Rechargeable batteries are to be removed from the toy before they are charged.  Never leave a battery unattended in the presence of children.  The Assault ATV requires 
2 AAA Batteries and the IR Controller requires 3 AAA Batteries (sold separately).  The Auto-Fire Make-Shift Bunker requires 3 AAA Batteries (sold separately).

Your Medal of Honor Assault ATV requires 2 AAA Batteries (sold separately).  Install the Batteries as follows:

1.  Ensure the Assault ATV is turned off.  Locate the Battery Compartment Door at the bottom of the Assault ATV 
and press the door from both sides with your thumb and index finger.
2.  Insert the 2 AAA Batteries into the Battery Compartment.  Make sure to respect the polarity.
3.  Replace the Battery Compartment door onto the bottom of the Assault ATV.

The IR Controller requires 3 AAA Batteries (sold separately).  Install the Batteries as shown:
1.  Ensure the IR Controller is turned off.  Locate the Battery Compartment Door at the back of the IR Controller.  
Slide the Battery Compartment Door down with your thumb to expose the Battery Compartment.
2.  Insert the 3 AAA Batteries as shown.  Make sure to respect the polarity.
3.  Replace the Battery Compartment Door at the back of the IR Controller.
direct hits to take them out of action.

INSTALLING BATTERIES:

Please note that the Assault ATV and all other toys within the Medal Of Honor Interactive Battle Game toy line are intended to be operated indoors 
only.  The Indoor area should ideally be roughly 16’ x 16’ (5 meters x 5 meters) with the standard household ceiling height as a minimum.  This will 
also accommodate the Medal Of Honor Assault Helicopter during play.  The Infrared control range of your Assault ATV is up to 20’ (6 meters), and 
varies depending on interference within the operational environment.  The IR Controller uses a safe infrared beam to communicate with the Assault 
ATV.  An Infrared Beam is very similar to a beam of light so it is important to stay in visual range of the Assault ATV at all times during flight or control 
will be lost.  The Assault ATV also uses a safe, narrow Infrared Beam to fire upon enemy vehicles in the Interactive Battle Game.  For ideal conditions 
to play the Medal Of Honor Interactive Battle Game, it is recommended that there is sufficient area for ground-based vehicles to drive around on.  It 
may also be a good idea to provide sufficient obstacles for the ground vehicles to hide behind and avoid being hit by the Assault Helicopter.  When 
operating your Assault ATV be careful to avoid contact with any objects which could damage the Assault ATV.  Make sure your Assault ATV operates 
on a flat surface and does not drop (down the stairs for example).  Avoid operating your Assault ATV on carpets.  Avoid operating the Assault ATV 
around pets or people, and especially crowds.  If the Assault ATV is stepped on or otherwise crushed, it will sustain damage that would not be covered 
under warranty.  Ensure that people around you are aware that you are playing with the Assault ATV.  Be aware of changes in your operational 
environment and play safe!

CHOOSING A LOCATION FOR YOUR INTERACTIVE BATTLE GAME:

The Assault ATV is very easy to drive allowing you to focus on the mission at hand.  Once you have installed Batteries into your IR Controller and 
your Assault ATV you are ready to join the Interactive Battle Game.  Follow the simple rules below to drive the Assault ATV:
1.  Slide the On / Off Switch on your Assault ATV to the On position.  The Headlights at the front of the Assault ATV will turn on.  There is no need for 
any additional synchronization with any other vehicles engaged in the Interactive Battle Game.  Once the participating vehicles have been turned on, 
they are ready to engage in battle.
2.  Slide the On / Off Switch on your IR Controller to the on position.  The Power LED will light up.
3.  Position the Assault ATV on a flat playing surface as described in the section "CHOOSING A LOCATION FOR YOUR INTERACTIVE BATTLE 
GAME".

DRIVING THE ASSAULT ATV:

4.  Push the Left Stick up to make the Assault ATV go forward.
5.  Note if your Assault ATV is moving forward in a straight line or not.  If the Assault ATV is not moving forward in a straight line you will need to 
correct this with the Trim Adjustment Tab located at the bottom front of the Assault ATV. Turn the Trim Adjustment Tab in slight increments until your 
Assault ATV maintains a straight course when driving forward. 
6.  Steering your Assault ATV is accomplished by pushing the Right Stick sideways, left or right.
-Push the Right Stick to the left to steer the Assault ATV to the left.
-Push the Right Stick to the right to steer the Assault ATV to the right.

       WHEN THE ASSAULT ATV IS DRIVING TOWARDS YOU, THE STEERING WILL APPEAR TO REVERSE.  WHEN YOU PUSH THE RIGHT 
STICK TO THE RIGHT, THE ASSAULT ATV WILL TURN TO YOUR LEFT.  WHEN YOU PUSH THE RIGHT STICK TO THE LEFT, THE ASSAULT 
ATV WILL TURN TO YOUR RIGHT.  THIS IS NORMAL AND JUST TAKES SOME PRACTICE TO CONTROL.

7.  You are now capable of driving your Assault ATV and are ready for your Mission as part of the Medal Of Honor Interactive Battle Game!  Once 
you have reviewed the following driving detail final steps proceed to the section entitled, "MISSION BRIEF: MEDAL OF HONOR - INTERACTIVE 
BATTLE GAME".
8.  To stop playing with your Assault ATV, release the Left Stick.  The Left Stick will spring back to a neutral position.  Turn off the Assault ATV by 
sliding its On / Off Switch to the Off position.  Also turn off the IR Controller by sliding the On / Off Switch to the Off position.
9.  To play again, simply turn the Assault ATV and IR Controller back on again and proceed as before.  If your Assault ATV has been defeated by 
enemy fire, simply turn your Assault ATV off and on again by sliding the On / Off Switch as needed.  If you are finished playing, make sure that both 
the Assault ATV and the IR Controller are turned off.

DRIVING THE ASSAULT ATV: Continued

       Trimming - if you find that your assault ATV is not driving straight, just turn the Trim Adjustment Tab located at the bottom front of your Assault 
ATV.  Turn the Trim Adjustment Tab in small increments until the Assault ATV drives straight.
        Direction Control -  Direction Control convention is based as if you were sitting in the driver's seat of the Assault ATV.
          Control Reversal - When the Assault ATV is driving towards you, the steering will appear to reverse.  This is normal and just takes some practice 
to control.
       Infrared Control - The IR Controller uses a safe infrared beam to communicate instructions to the Assault ATV.  An infrared beam is very similar 
to a beam of light so it is important to stay in visual range of the Assault ATV at all times during driving or control will be lost.

DRIVING TIPS!:

 

The Medal of Honor Interactive Battle Game pits the vehicles from the Medal Of Honor Video Game against one 
another.  With the Medal of Honor Assault ATV, you will be fighting alongside the Coalition Forces Vehicles such as 
the Infantry Fighting Vehicle and the Assault Helicopter.  Your objective is to take out the vehicles and the bunkers 
of the Opposition Forces (Op-For).  It is imperative to avoid the deadly barrage of enemy fire from the Op-For 
vehicles and bunkers while carrying out this mission.  The Op-For vehicles include a Battle Tank and a Technical 
Truck.  Bunkers add a level of danger to both sides of the conflict as they fire randomly and pose a threat to both 
sides.  Once you are familiar with the operation of your Assault ATV you are ready to join the battle action by 
following these basic steps:

1.  Ensure that your Assault ATV is active and Op-For Targets are operating in your Battle Area.
2.  Drive your Assault ATV towards the Op-For Targets but avoid being hit by their Infrared Beams.

QUICK REFERENCE - WHAT HAPPENS IF YOU GET HIT.
Coalition Assault ATV
Hit 1 - The Assault ATV’s headlights will turn off.
Hit 2 - The Assault ATV is defeated.  The vehicle will stop operating, the ATV Rider will be ejected from the Assault 
ATV and the headlights will blink on and off.

3.  When Op-For Targets present themselves, fire upon them by pressing the Fire Button located in the front middle 
area of your IR Controller.  When you press the Fire Button, a firing sound will be heard from your IR Controller.

QUICK REFERENCE - WHAT HAPPENS WHEN OP-FOR VEHICLES ARE HIT.
Op-For Technical Truck
Hit 1 - The Technical Truck’s headlights will turn off.
Hit 2 - The Technical Truck is defeated.  The vehicle will stop operating, the Gun-Operator will be ejected from the 
truck bed of the vehicle and the headlights will blink on and off.

MISSION BRIEF: MEDAL OF HONOR - INTERACTIVE BATTLE GAME

Op-For Battle Tank
Hit 1 - First “Hit LED” turns off on the Battle Tank and it will slow down to 90% of full speed.  The Battle Tank will emit a 
hit sound.
Hit 2 - Second “Hit LED” turns off on the Battle Tank and it will slow down to 80% of full speed.  The Battle Tank will emit 
a hit sound.
Hit 3 - Third “Hit LED” turns off on the Battle Tank and it will slow down to 70% of full speed.  The Battle Tank will emit a 
hit sound.
Hit 4 - Battle Tank is defeated.  The Battle Tank will emit a hit sound.  The Tank Gunner is ejected from the Battle Tank 
and all the “Hit LED’s” will be flashing.

4.  It is important to avoid hitting the Coalition Forces Vehicles and to stay out of their line of fire to avoid any friendly fire 
incidents.

QUICK REFERENCE - WHAT HAPPENS WHEN COALITION VEHICLES ARE HIT.
Coalition Infantry Fighting Vehicle

Hit 1 - First “Hit LED” turns off on the Infantry Fighting Vehicle and it will slow down to 90% of full speed.  The Infantry 
Fighting Vehicle will emit a hit sound.
Hit 2 - Second “Hit LED” turns off on the Infantry Fighting Vehicle and it will slow down to 80% of full speed.  The Infantry 
Fighting Vehicle will emit a hit sound.
Hit 3 - Third “Hit LED” turns off on the Infantry Fighting Vehicle and it will slow down to 70% of full speed.  The Infantry 
Fighting Vehicle will emit a hit sound.
Hit 4 - Infantry Fighting Vehicle is defeated.  The IFV Gunner is ejected from the Infantry Fighting Vehicle and all 3 “Hit 
LED’s” will be flashing.  The Infantry Fighting Vehicle will emit a hit sound.

Coalition Assault Helicopter

Hit 1 - The Assault Helicopter will spin in mid-air briefly.
Hit 2 - The Assault Helicopter will spin in mid-air briefly.
Hit 3 - The Assault Helicopter will spin in mid-air briefly.
Hit 4 - The Assault Helicopter is defeated and falls to ground.

5.  It is also very important to avoid getting hit by Bunkers.  Bunkers can be set up by Op-For or Coalition Forces and they 
will operate in the same manner, posing a potential threat to either side of the conflict.  Bunkers fire randomly at 2, 3 or 4 
second intervals.  Bunkers have a 30 degree cone of fire so it is not recommended to get in front of one!

QUICK REFERENCE - WHAT HAPPENS WHEN A BUNKER IS HIT.

HIT 1 - The Red LED Will flash for 3 seconds on the Bunker and an impact sound will be heard.
HIT 2 - The Red LED Will flash for 3 seconds again on the Bunker and an impact sound will be heard.
HIT 3 - The Red LED Will flash for 3 seconds again on the Bunker and an impact sound will be heard.
HIT 4 - The Bunker is defeated.  The Red LED will flash continuously and an impact sound will be heard.

6.  Keep fighting the Op-For Vehicles until they are defeated.  If your Assault ATV should happen to be defeated by Op-For 
Enemy fire or friendly fire, it is easy to rejoin the game by resetting the Assault ATV.  Simply turn it off and then back on 
again.

MISSION BRIEF: MEDAL OF HONOR - INTERACTIVE BATTLE GAME-Continued

It is a good idea to store the Assault ATV, IR Controller, Bunker (if included) and this Instruction Manual together so no components become 
misplaced or lost.  Please respect the below points to extend the operational life of your Assault ATV during storage.
1.  Product may be damaged or performance may be adversely affected if the Assault ATV is not properly stored.
2.  Never place any items on top of any components of the Assault ATV.
3.  Always keep your Assault ATV in a cool dry place.  Do not allow your Assault ATV to get wet as it is not water resistant.
4.  Keep the Assault ATV away from pets and other household animals.
5.  Do not rest your Assault ATV on any potential heat source such as electronic equipment or a radiator.
6.  Make sure that both the Assault ATV and The IR Controller are turned off.  If the Assault ATV and the IR Controller will not be played with for an 
extended period of time, it is recommended to remove the Batteries.

STORING THE ASSAULT ATV:


